WHAT'S UP AT ICLRU?

A QUICK LOOK

- Summer Study Group Proposals Due April 30th.
- Fri., May 1 – Antique Show at ICLRU
- Fri., June 12 – Annual Cub’s Game Outing
- ICLRU Board Meeting: Mon., April 20th, 11:45 AM, Rm. 317.

NOTES FROM THE CENTER

We’re working on our Summer study group schedule at this time and we are asking for study group proposals. Click Here to access the proposal form. Send them to Steve Wolf at stevengwolf@att.net or drop them off in the Center. The deadline is April 30, 2015.

As you go through this issue of the Update, you’ll notice that we have a number of activities planned for members in the coming months. We have an Antique Show, the Cubs game, a Travel Club trip, and several events that have not been announced yet. Give these events your consideration. We have members working hard in the background to make sure you have options for a quality experience here at ICLRU.

By the way, why not tell a friend or neighbor about us and have them join the ICLRU experience with you.
LUNCHTIME PROGRAM

PLATO’S PLACE: Wednesdays — Come to Plato’s Place for some lively conversation. Bring your lunch and join the group in Room 330 at 11:45 am.

April 8: Has the pursuit of the American Dream become an advantage or a disadvantage for the U.S.?

April 15: If we could re-create extinct creatures with DNA experiments, should we?

April 22: What is the role of ‘whistle blowers’ in our society?

TRAVEL CLUB NEWS: Accepting Reservations for —-

The Baltic Capitals & St. Petersburg

Departing May 1, 2016—16 Day Tour

Optional Post-trip Extension to Moscow

We have reserved 11 places until April 14, 2015

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM OVERSEAS ADVENTURE TRAVEL (OAT):

Here are the procedures to reserve your space:
1) Call Grand Circle Travel Reservations 800-353-6262, option #2
   2) Mention "Service Code" G6-23993
   3) Deposit is $350 per person.

Here is a link to this incredible tour:

www.gct.com/blt16

SPECIAL SAVINGS!!!!
ALL RESERVATIONS BOOKED AND THEN PAID IN FULL WITH A CHECKING ACCOUNT
BY 5/1/2015 WILL GET AN EXTRA 10% OFF THE ENTIRE TRIP AND AIR COST!!!

CONTACT: LARAYE RODRIGUEZ AT 847-843-8735

(Travel and accommodations for this trip will be booked through OAT, which is solely responsible for arrangements)

Next Travel Club Meeting: Tuesday, April 28th, 11:45 a.m., Room to be Announced
UPCOMING EVENTS

ANTIQUE SHOW AT ICLRU
Friday, May 1, 2015 - Alumni Hall
9:30 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Sign up in the Center, Room 316

Several speakers are lined up to discuss issues such as what to do with all that “stuff” you have accumulated, the current value of your old coins and silver, how to care for and inventory your treasures, etc.

Included in the cost ($27.00 per person) is a Buffet Lunch with a variety of salads, drinks and dessert.

Bring an antique that you want appraised and after lunch you will have the opportunity to consult with an expert appraiser.

ICLRU 2015 CUBS BASEBALL GAME

Cubs vs. Cincinnati Reds
Friday June 12th - 3:05 p.m.
$45 per person (ticket and bus + parking)

We have 35 tickets in Section 206 Terrace Reserved
Bus will leave Roosevelt - Schaumburg front rotunda door at 1:00 p.m. and return about 8:00 p.m.

OPEN TO ICLRU MEMBERS ONLY AT THIS TIME

Register in the ICLRU Center, Room 316
THINGS TO DO

Schaumburg Township District Library

Titanic Survivor Violet Jessop
Monday, April 13 from 7—8:30 pm Combined Room*

Stewardess Violet Jessop survived the sinking of the Titanic in 1912 and then, several years later, the sinking of the Britannic (Titanic’s sister ship) during WW I. From Violet’s perspective, actress Leslie Goddard tells unforgettable, behind-the-scenes stories of these luxury liner tragedies. **Registration required.**

Connect the Dots:  From Japanese Tea to the Big Bang
Monday, April 20 from 7:30—9 pm in the Combined Room*

What do porcelain, Napoleon and luxury passenger liners have to do with the Big Bang? Michelle Nichols from the Adler Planetarium will connect the dots between discoveries and inventions starting with a small teacup and ending at our current theories about the origin of the universe. **Registration required.**

*Registration is required, Central Library Information Desk, or by phone, 847.923.3347.

Arlington Heights Memorial Library

Sunday Musicale:  Hersey High School Jazz Ensemble
Sunday, April 19 from 2—3 pm in Hendrickson South and North*

Celebrate Billie Holiday’s 100th birthday with the Hersey Jazz Ensemble. This award-winning ensemble will play some of Holiday’s biggest and best-loved hits.

Register online, [click here](#)  No library card required.
THINGS TO DO

Barrington / Northwest Community Associates
Of the Art Institute of Chicago

FREE SEMINAR

The Art of Digital Photography
Lecturer: Lara Joy Brynildssen
Wednesday, April 8 at 1 pm
Palatine Library 700 N. Court, Palatine

A Few “Funnies”

Of course I talk to myself.
Sometimes I need expert advice.

Some people just need a sympathetic pat...
On the head...
With a hammer.

we’re all mature until someone pulls out bubble wrap

WHY DOES TOILET PAPER NEED A COMMERCIAL?
WHO IS NOT BUYING THIS?

hmmmm... and yet another day has passed and I did not use Algebra once... very interesting.

The Great Flydini

This act was performed just once, on the Johnny Carson Show in 1992.

Fortunately or not-so, it was taped ...
INSTITUTE FOR CONTINUED LEARNING
AT ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY

1400 Roosevelt Road
Rm. 316
11:30 am—1 pm
Monday–Thursday
Phone: 224-523-6497
E-mail: officemanager@iclru.org

ICLRU is a 501(c)3 Non-Profit organization. While affiliated with Roosevelt University, the ICLRU is run by its members, through an elected Board of Directors and the Chairpersons of its various committees. All persons on the Board and the committees are volunteers. All members are encouraged to participate to keep the organization vibrant.

Membership is open to seniors, age 55 and over, who have reached a point in life where they want to pursue their interests in a continuing learning and social environment with a group of like-minded peers.

ICLRU’S MISSION AND VISION

The mission of the ICLRU is to offer its members a non-credit, non-degree educational program together with social and cultural opportunities through which older adults may share their talents, experiences and skills.

Our Vision: To enrich our members’ experiences, while making the ICLRU an essential organization for Roosevelt University and our larger community.

Contact Us:
224-523-6497

...BECAUSE LEARNING IS A LIFELONG EXPERIENCE

Friendship Village
SCHAUMBURG

Friendship Village of Schaumburg
“Life is Better Among Friends”
Exclusive Sponsor of ICLRU’s Winter Lecture Series.
Visit them at:
www.friendshipvillage.org

We’re on the Web!
www.iclru.org
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